2019 Enchantment Chapter Survey Results
1. What is most valuable to you about your attendance at Enchantment Chapter meetings?

Other: Seeing how other professionals deal with the challenges of implementing SE best practices
Other: I've yet to attend.

2. Do you read our quarterly newsletter?

3. Are you currently a member of INCOSE?

4. How many years have you been practicing Systems Engineering?

5. If we think of systems engineering as transdisciplinary, what related areas do you have expertise
in? [check all that apply]

° Other: Telecom transport infrastructure and circuit inventory and assignment systems
° Other: Test and Evaluation
° Other: modeling (SE, SWE, CAD, cyber), Cyber, IT, SoS, Complex Sys, small sys, gov sys, commercial sys, teleco

sys, research

° Other: Safety
° Other: Concept development, architecture development, operational concepts

6. What areas would you like to learn more about applying the principles of systems engineering?
[check all that apply]

Other: Model Based system engineering
Other: Project Management
Other: SoS, digital engineering-related topics (e.g., security model), FuSE
Other: Decision Analysis
Other: Not interested in "learning" about. I'm interested in seeing forward momentum in the spread of SE
practice, recognition that the soul of SE is architecture (not requirements), and that some indication that SE in
general is being successfully implemented to improve the way we build systems. That does not mean that by just
"doing" SE, we are improving anything. I mean that SE needs to get better (make improvements that are read),
faster (adopt agile to complex systems, sw/hw systems, and SoS), and cheaper (recognize that it is part of the SE
job to ensure that the systems built are built optimally for whatever environment intended).
° Other: MBSE as applied to performing SE tasks
°
°
°
°
°

7. Please tell us about your primary school/work or home location:

° Other: Albuquerque Metro & Seattle Metro
° Other: Phoenix, AZ

8.

Please tell us about your employment status: [check all that apply]

° Other: Contractor to USAF

9. Would you be interested in collaborating with fellow chapter members on a service project that benefits
the public through utilization of best practices from systems engineering?

10. If you answered YES to question 9, please select the areas you would consider volunteering your
time to support. [check all that apply]

11. The Enchantment Chapter occasionally offers tutorials for its members. What tutorial topic(s) would be of
interest to you?
° (2) SysML
° (2) V&V
MBSE
° Model Based System engineering
° Using MBSE in the real world on small projects; what "systems engineering" looks like at various
organizations
Requirements
° Requirements definition and management, SE/PM integration
° Requirements integration
Other
° INCOSE standards and ISO 15288
° xSystems Engineering Management
° Ontologies/NLP, SysML 2.0, data standards
° Preparing for the Systems engineering certification
° Whatever the Enchantment Chapter members can benefit from
° Mobus/Kalton System Language, Archimate/SysML Integration
° Practical applications of Systems Engineering
12. I would be interested in becoming involved in the following Chapter/SE Professional Development
activities [check all that apply]:

° Other: My CSEP application is queued for review. I was elected 202 Director at Large of Enchantment

Chapter

° Other: already on BoD, PDCom
° Other: May be able to speak at a meeting, but would need an OUO venue.

13. If you indicated you were interested in an SE collaborative project, speaking at a meeting, arranging a
tour, or taking on a board position, please let us know how to contact you:
Name
Email
Phone
Speaker Topic
James Larkin
Thomas Whittington
Ann Hodges
PJ McGoey

jelarkin3@gmail.com
twhitti@sandia.gov
alhodge@sandia.gov
pjmcgoey@comcast.net

518.225.3401
505-859-0410
505-844-6284
206-200-0022

Raymond Wolfgang
Mary Compton
Rick Dove
Phil Bennett

rwolfga@sandia.gov
mlcompt@sandia.gov
dove@parshift.com
pcbenne@sandia.gov

5052842486
5058459268
5757707101
505-845-8777

G. Mobus, System Language
Would be performing qualification, via a MBSE
tool. This one is not yet VERY developed
Agile SE, FuSE Security

Tim Riley
Cheryl Bolstad

tgriley@sandia.gov
cbolsta@sandia.gov

505-284-4532
505-844-3775

Mission assurance, Space Shuttle ground
operations, wind energy research

